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retailmanposgetkeygendownload retailmanpospos retailmanpospos RetailMan is a powerful point of sale system for Windows and Mac computers. Add on hardware such as a docket printer, .Q: Parent VueJS component communication with child component I am trying to set up a vueJs/ Vue 2 component that will render additional information in the bottom of the
component. Basically, i would like to be able to do something like this: and have the click method exist on the parent component and have it execute the code found inside the items-length property. So far, i have found that one of the options is to create a custom method on the parent component: {{ item.name }} But, i am not sure how to update the value of :items-

length inside the click event. I also noticed that a lot of people are using vuex. I would prefer to avoid both of these options. Also, i am very new to vuejs/ vue and would like to know how to do this and also what the best practices are around it. Thanks! A: You can use the @change directive to call a method of the component and pass a variable. For example, you could
create a method in the child component named onClick, and then pass that to the component like so: @change click: (value) => this.onClick(value) Then in the child component you can just use the variable that was passed from the parent component like this: methods: { onClick(value) { this.items.push({name: value}) } } I'm not sure how you're setting the items-length

variable in the child component, but it should be possible. Only two weeks left to Double your gift I get the feeling Mike Huckabee is trying to ingr
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